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Brown University ’23 (Bachelor’s in Computer Science; Entrepreneurship Certification) 4.0 CS GPA  
  

Recent Relevant Work Experience 

 2022 Summer      High Moon Studios (Activision) | Gameplay Engineering Intern  
[C++] Designed and implemented 3 gameplay prototypes for Call of Duty: Modern Warfare II (one of the biggest 

game franchises in the world). Details of work still under NDA until expected December 2022 release. Additionally:  
 

o Restructured code for core gameplay feature, the Tactical Camera, for generalizability, modularity, 

readability and improved dependency injection, greatly accelerating developer productivity and consistency 

for related features. 

o Discovered and implemented fixes for numerous production bugs, including one that affected an entire 

category of flagship features called Field Upgrades. 

o Interesting challenges: Exploring and working with a stack that’s not meant to be fully understood, 

modifying code that’s being edited by external developers constantly, making code future-proof and usable 

enough to persist after my departure. 

 

 Nov 2019 – Nov 2021      Emit | Co-founder and Tech Lead 
[React; React Native (TypeScript + JavaScript); Google Cloud Platform; CodePush] Founded a complete social 

platform startup (conceptualization, design, full stack development, branding) that made it easier for students to 

have spontaneous get-togethers on college campuses. Open sourced. 

o Implemented entire product solo for a year; my software was the foundation when 3 other technical co-

founders joined; still remained responsible for entire tech stack. Implemented coding standards and 

conventions for code reviews as well. 

o Architected and built backend with NoSQL (Firebase Realtime Database + Firestore), serverless runtimes 

(Google Cloud Functions,) HTTP event queues (Cloud Tasks), push notifications (FCM), blob storage (Cloud 

Storage), data access security (Firebase Security Rules) and OTA updates (CodePush). 

o Designed and implemented features like user friendships (& friend recommendation) logic, list and map-

based activity feeds, public and private user groups, chatrooms, serverless server design with cold start 

mitigation, GDPR compliance, university-specific features, well-received UI.  

o Created many scripts, DevOps micro-tools and GitHub Actions to automate parts of development, like 

prod/dev environment separation, license attributions, git tagging and CodePush deployment, backups and 

code quality checks. 

o Interesting challenges: search (& pagination), serverless cold start mitigation, balancing coding standards 

with iteration time, understanding and optimizing user journeys, preventing the spaghetti of NoSQL, 

engineering custom TypeScript rules to make Firebase typed. 

 

 

 

 

Anderson Addo 

Software. Creation. Exploration. TypeScript, C#, Java, C++, Python 

React Native, React, Firebase, Google Cloud, AWS, TensorFlow, Unity 
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 2021 Summer      Amazon Timestream (AWS) | Software Engineering Intern  
[Java AWS Lambdas; S3; React; Three.js; WebGL]. Designed and implemented an interactive web app that was 

launched into production to allow AWS Timestream developers to visualize and analyze partitions of Timestream 

tables (which hold massive amounts of timeseries data). Made use of GPU hardware acceleration for visualization. 

o Iteratively improved product over frequent interactions with team members to prioritize certain features 

and meet scale and security requirements (e.g., handling projects with >500k tiles, secure IAM schemes and 

integration into VPCs). 

o Delivered well-received demos and a team-wide lunch & learn that taught the graphics knowledge necessary 

to maintain codebase after my departure. Left detailed documentation for background information and 

features (current and future). 

o Interesting challenges: Keeping a visualization of that scale responsive by directly manipulating graphics 

buffers, designing the tool to be maintained by developers with no web or graphics experience.  

 

 Aug 2016 – Jun 2019      Lumberjack Apps | Founder & Solo Dev  
[Unity and C#] Designed, developed and published several games using Unity. Four games were published in 

collaboration with the major mobile game publisher Voodoo. Notable games include: 

o Dimension Dash - an infinite runner, 650k+ downloads, in-game currency and store, online leaderboards 

o Box Bomber - arcade shooter, online leaderboards, gameplay recording, ad integration (Unity Ads) 

o Aqua Chase - arcade aquatic scroller, custom 2D water physics 

o The Room - suspenseful interactive open-source VR shooter, real-time lighting, custom Editor extensions 

o Interesting challenges: Trying to use different aspects of Unity with every game; buoyancy in Aqua Chase; 

once having to debug a bug by parsing through thousands of lines of unhighlighted log files. 

 

Other Projects 

 Frequently   Makes contributions to GitHub projects that are important to personal projects, main examples being 

react-native-firebase (+10k stars) and react-native-super-grid (+1k stars). 

 Fall 2020   Created a procedural shader generator in C++ (Qt Creator) called Beagle. Beagle treated shaders as 

genotypes, enabling them to be mutated and to produce offspring. Shaders were exportable to GLSL. 

 Fall 2020   Tech lead & Co-PM for a team that worked with Care Intl. (via Develop for Good) to develop a platform 

to help Tanzanian farmers improve financial independence. Powered by Firebase, SASA Solutions USSD and React. 

 Summer 2020   Researched with Malte Schwarzkopf on improving database GDPR-compliance. Designed, ran and 

vetted PostgreSQL benchmarks for different system prototypes, also analyzed open-source project schemas. 

Research poster here. 

 

University Coursework 

o Computer Science Classes: Computer Systems, Computer Graphics, Advanced Computer Graphics, 

Distributed Systems, Deep Learning for Genomics, Programming Language Design, Logic for Systems, Linear 

Algebra, Honors Statistics, Computer Security, Tech Startups, Quantum Machine Learning 
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